You’re Invited!

Take part in our focused Oil & Gas Midstream: Pipelines and Terminals Track at the 2017 Emerson Global Users Exchange. This industry-specific track has been designed for terminal and pipelines attendees and includes:

- Midstream Industry Forum focused on the impact of IIOT
- Over 50 relevant workshops and presentations
- CEU-certified short courses for terminal and pipeline operators
- Expanded technology exhibits focused on terminals and pipelines
- Dedicated terminals and pipelines professional networking event.

Terminal & Pipelines Industry Solutions Technology Exhibits

Capitalize on the opportunity to visit with our experts who will guide you through our comprehensive portfolio of pipeline and terminal technologies, solutions and services on display in the exhibit hall. Learn how we can help you improve:

- Commercial and Operations Management
- Pipeline and Terminal Automation
- Tank Protection and Inventory Management
- Custody and Fiscal Transfer Measurement
- Pipeline Leak Detection
- Reliability and Integrity.

Exclusive Networking Event

Pipelines & Terminals Mixer
Monday, Oct 2nd
8:00 PM at Butcher and the Boar

Participate in this exclusive event to mingle with other pipeline and terminal professionals. Take advantage of this unique opportunity to discuss your most pressing issues with our subject matter experts and many of our top Emerson executives.

Contact Christopher.Amstutz@Emerson.com for details.

Address: 1121 Hennepin Ave, Minneapolis, MN 55403

Music Jam!

Tuesday, Oct 3rd
8:15 PM to 1:00 AM
at The Pourhouse

Come celebrate the musical talents of the Exchange community during our annual Emerson Exchange Music Jam. Be sure to stop by and enjoy this exclusive rock n’ roll event.

Address: 10 S. 5th St, Minneapolis, MN 55402

Emerson Networking Event

Thursday, Oct 5th
6:00 pm to 9:30 pm
at US Bank Stadium - Home of Superbowl LII

Join your peers on the gridiron for Thursday evening’s networking event at the Home of Superbowl LII – US Bank Stadium. Enjoy a backstage tour of the locker rooms, kick back in the field level lounge or get out on Vikings field to show off your skills.

Address: 401 Chicago Ave, Minneapolis, MN 55415

Emerson Exchange 365 is your opportunity to learn, share and network 365 days a year with your peers and our Emerson experts.

Conference Sessions

Get new perspectives on how to manage your operations by participating in a variety of conference sessions. Our Product Roadmaps will provide insight on the future direction of Emerson's portfolio of products, solutions and services while our Workshops and Educational Services Courses will help you gain new perspectives on how to leverage technologies to drive process improvements, reduce costs and improve productivity.

Monday, Oct 2nd

Midstream Forum: The Opportunities of the IIoT for Terminals & Pipelines

If-15373

The promise of Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) applications has created the potential to add new value with existing assets, customer relationships and supply chains. However, the lure of IIoT often meets the reality of legal infrastructure hurdles that delay the integration of sensing, communications and analytics. This industry panel forum will discuss the challenges and successes that the IIoT has for midstream terminal and pipeline operators to:

- Improve reliability by minimizing risks to health and safety and unplanned events and disruptions
- Optimize operations by increasing productivity, customer service and supply chain optimization
- Create new sources of competitive advantage.

Technology Roundtables

Join in our Technology Roundtables to get a better understanding of how to implement the latest capabilities to drive improvements and gain alignment throughout your operation:

- TR-15353 Control with Wireless
- TR-15350 Cybersecurity
- TR-15351 Getting the Most out of a Virtualization Infrastructure
- TR-15349 The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)
- TR-15352 Reliability Programs of the Year: Technology and Best Practices

Educational Services Courses

Over 40 Educational Services Courses are being offered for attendees at no charge. It’s a great way to sharpen your knowledge or learn something new while earning CEU credits. This year’s terminals and pipelines focused courses include:

- EDU-15450 Tank Management – Understanding the dos, don’ts and standards behind Tank Pressure Control and Overfill Prevention (0.4 CEU)
- EDU-15434 Custody and Fiscal Transfer - Challenges, technology selection, issues and remedies (0.4 CEU)

Midstream Workshops

Terminals

- 2-14613 Tank Gauging System Migration Uses Redundancy to Improve Reliability and Reduce Operational Costs
- 3-14644 PEMEX Standardizes Load Racks for LPG with Mass Measurement Savings Up to $300K
- 3-14678 Rompetrol Saves Millions with Emerson’s In-Line Fuel Blending Solution
- 3-15067 Modernization of Liquid Terminals: SOL Petroleum Case Study
- 3-15068 AXION Energy’s Terminal Operations Streamlined at Three Sites in Argentina

Pipelines

- 1-14766 Journey to Upgrade the Fuel Oil Feed Pipeline in a Mexico Refinery while Protecting the Environment
- 1-15107 Implementation of a Gas Leak Detection System for Sacramento Municipal Utility District
- 3-14642 How Pascuales-Cuenca Project Saves Space, Time and Cost in Greenfield Project
- 3-14834 Tackling Critical Transportation Capacity Requirements for the National Gas Pipeline Network
- 3-15176 RF200 Wireless Natural Gas Regulator Flow and Pressure Solution
- 3-15222 Improvements in the Performance of the System Gain/Loss across Colonial Pipeline
- 4-14612 Gas Distribution Station Design – Better Safety/Integrity and Reduced Operational/Financial Risks
- 4-14900 Koch Pipeline Links Reliability of Fisher Valve with Efficiency of VFD for Optimal Pipeline Control

“I was very impressed with the conference on the whole. Extremely well done.”

— Bob Davis, Zellstoff Celgar Ltd.